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Before any attempt to investigate the accounting treatment of reserves,
it is suggested that the basic nature of accounting be reviewed* While
defying exact definition, accoxmting may be identified by its two major
fvinctions: to record and classify events which are of a financial character
and to analyze, summarize, and interpret financial records,^
The principal statements in which the accountant illustrates his
findings are the balance sheet and the incme statement* The first is a
statement designed to show financial condition* The seccxid is a report of
activity* They are complementary and should be viewed as a lonit*^ Though
appealing to present a picture of exactitude eind finality, the statements
are limited in their degrees of accuracy* They are limited because they
are essentially interim reports, based on the concepts of the going concern
and the business entity, presented in teims of a fluctuating unit of value
which is incapable of eoqiressing factors that cannot be measiured in terms
of the monetary unit*-^
A majority of the terms which are included in the accounting vocabulary
1
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are also in comnon use, frequently vdth entirely different meanings attached
to them. This fact has contributed to a considerable degree of misunder¬
standing vdth respect to financial statements among interested parties,^ An
interesting observation follows;
Althou^ accounting employs the familiar language in which
all of our thou^ts are expressed, it is like the language of
contract bidding - conventions have given special significance
to words and phrases. The accountant who prepares the reports
and the laymen to whom they are addressed too frequently are in
the regrettable position of bridge partners of whom only one
fully understands the language of the activity in viiich they are
engaged.
Any language to be fully useful, must be understood by both
the speaker and the listener, by the vrt*iter and the reader.
Unfortunately, tMs is not always the case vdth accounting.
Business executives too often are unable to read their accoxmts
and are.not always able wholly to grasp the significance of the
reports prepared for their guidance in making managerial de¬
cisions; professional men frequently are handicapped in their
service to clients by their unfamiliarity with accounts: and
many investors cannot adequately analyze the reports of cobh
panies in which they have placed their funds or contemplate
placing them,2
The confusion surrounding accounting terminology goes even further,
"Even among accountants some terms e.g,, income, earnings, surplus, reserve,
a
fixed assets, fvmded debt, have no sin^e meaning,"-' Attempts are con¬
tinually being made to alleviate this problem through use of descriptive
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viords in themselves mean nothing. It is only when a thinker makes use of
them that they have meaning.^
Standardization of accounting principles and procediires has enjoyed
only limited success. In the types of enterprise subject to regulatory
supervision by established agencies, uniformity of practice has been the
2
trend if not the requirement. While standardization is to be desired it
should not be pursued in a dogmatic fashion. Accounting has been described
as a ’’tool" of business, but it is more than a "tool"; it is a whole set of
"tools" designed to serve different functions in different situations.
Techniques are flexible, not rigid, and should be shaped to meet a variety
of uses; thus the form and content of financial statements should vary with
3
the uses for which they are prepared.
Standardization and rigidity are greatly to be desired, if
for no other reason than to facilitate understanding; yet
accounting reports are 'narratives and, like the story teller,
the accountant must frequently adapt his presentation to his
audience and adjust the content of his tale to emphasize his
point,^
Conventional procedm'es and classifications at times tend to present a
picture of static elements. Changes in procedure, as accounting continues
in its state of flux to keep abreast of changes in business practices, are
not always accompanied changes in terminology and presentation. Because
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of this, students, laymen and even accountants frequently make the mistake
of assuming the elements of an accounting statement to be static. It should
be understood that thou^ accounting has developed certain conventional
methods and customary forms for presentation of data, the methods and forms
should be used wisely and never at the expense of judgement*^ Accounting
rules or practices' should be used only so long as they give satisfactory
results. If other niles or practices are found to yield better results,
2
there is nothing in the nature of accounting to prohibit their adoption.
Reserves: Terminology, Classification, and Mechanics
In general usage '‘reserve” has the meaning of withholding for the
present in anticipation of possible future use. The accountant has not
consistently used this word in such a manner; but vdien he has used it in
the title of accounts, he has given it only to accounts vdiich normally have
credit balances,^ In accoiuiting terminology the tem "reseirve” has had
many applications. Its varied usage has contributed to confusion in the
interpretation of corporate financial statements.^ Due to the prominence of
"reserve" items in balance sheets, and the effect upon apparent earnings of
the methods used in their derivation and retirement, they merit and must
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H. A. Finney, o£. cit.. p, 339.
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is desired,^
In accounting usage "reserves" are frequently placed in three basic ‘
2
categories; valtxation, liability, and surplus. Other "reseirves" possessing
elements of a combination of these are generally referred to as "mixed".
The reserve types may be distinguished in accordance with methods of
derivation, purposes of creation, periods involved, and balance sheet presen¬
tation.
Valuation Reserves, referred to ly some authorities as operating or
3contra - asset reserves,-' kre created by charges to operations to adjust
downward asset valuations in accordance with e}q>irations of costs or changes
in market price which have already occurred. They are deducted from their
related assets,^
Liability Reserves are created by charges to operations to record
accruals of estimated expenses already incurred, and are carried in the
liability section of the balance sheet under the most appropriate subheading
5
in accordance with their maturity.
Surplus Reserves are created by transfers fran earned surplus to
segregate portions of earned surplus which have been earmarked for futuz^ use
1
Perry Mason, Fundamentals of Accounting (New York, 1942), p. 382,
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upon the occurence of specific events,^ Their effect is to decrease the
earned surplus available for dividends and to retain in the business assets
in the Miotmt of the reserves set up. They are properly presented as sub¬
divisions of earned surplus in the net worth section of a corporate balance
sheet
Mixed Reserves possess a general character that is so heterogeneous that
a definition is difficult if not impossible. All are created through
charges to operations, Kohler^ in his attempt to describe them, presents
the following discussion.
Mixed Reseirves: any combination of the above examples
/Valuation, liability, and surplus reserve^ may be found in
contingency reserves against which expenses or losses have
been or are subsequently to be charged, or deferred-main¬
tenance or postwar and similar reserves idaich are created by
charges against cxirrent income and which will be xiltimate
repositories of various types of future costs not yet known.
Another name applied to this sort of reserve, especially
where its pxirpose is to smooth out operating results as
between years, is "equalization” jreserve,^
There has been increasing opposition to the indiscriminate use of the
term "reserve". Several authors feel that its use should be limited to the
classifications presented in the preceding paragraphs. Others feel that the
term should be further restricted to indicate only allocations of siirplus
1
Earned surplus consists of the excess of past profits over losses and
dividends. It may be subdivided as appropriated (restricted) surplus and
unappropriated (unrestricted) surplus. Restrictions on earned surplus may
be either legal, i,e,, arising out of contract, or voluntary, representing
the adopticMi of a definite policy with regard t o surplus, Roy B, Hester,
Principles of Accounting (New York, 1939), p, 455$ James 0, McKinsey,
Accotmtlng Principles, revised by Howard S. Noble (Cincinnati,1939), p, 482,
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or contingency reserves arising frwn charges to operating expense,^ One
author goes so far as to suggest that the term "reserve" be applied only to
appropriati<xis of earned surplus*^
Another approach is to limit the meaning of "reserves", to those items
which place restidctions on earned surplus, either directly or through
3
operations, to provide for future possible losses,-' This system eliminates
valuation and liability reserves as pre-ylously defined. It also eliminates
from the surplus category those appropriations which are designed to provide
for permanent capital or liquidation of liabilities,^ This leaves two types
of accounts which are designated as "reserves". They are reservations of
profits and reservations of surplus to pro-vide for possible losses. Under
this system the terms "Operating Reserves" and "Earned Surplus Reserves"
are used to identify the respective types.
Operating Reserves are those arising out of charges to current
operations, whether normal or extraordinary, and represent reser¬
vations of profits to provide for possible future losses /including
both costs and expenses/, either decreases in assets or increases
in liabilities.
Earned Surplus Reserves are those created out of earned siirplus.
Arthur Warren Hanson, Auditing Theory and its Application (New York,
1942), p, 113; Maurice H, Stans, "Weakness in Financial Reporting Caused
by Improper Use of Reserves," The Journal of Accountancy« LXXXV, p, 191*
2
Robert H. Montgomery, Auditing Theory and Practice (New York, /194Q7)>
P. 374.
3
Charles H, Langei^ Accounting Principles and Procedtire; Advanced
Accounting (Chicago, /19447)> ^9. ”
4
Langer suggests that accounts be termed as "valuation accounts instead
of "valuation reserves"; "accrued liabilities" instead of "liability re¬
serves"; and "earned surplus appropriations" instead of "surplus reserves",
vhen such segregations of surplus are for capital purposes and not to pro-
•vide for future possible losses. Opi. cit.. pp, 249, 250, 256a.
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and represent reservations of earned surplus to provide for
possible future losses,^either decreases in assets or in¬
creases in liabilities,"^
The distinction is supported with the argument that althou^ both
reserves are reservations of profits, as the profits of one fiscal period
becomes a part of the surplus of the next, joint classification could result
in an incorrect statement of operations for a given period.
It should be noted that no mention is made of capital surplus, donated
surplus, paid-in surplus, or appreciation surplus as sources for the
creation of reserves under any of the systems vrtiich have been outlined. The
fact that in certain instances these surpluses are available for dividends
would seem to indicate that in such cases they covild be utilized as sources
for certain reserves. This is not true. Any reserve created fran such a
base would resvilt in an overstatement of earned surplus. Regardless of the
method of classification used most “reserves" are properly created only
2
through charges to operations or charges to earned surplus. Some authorities
3
take exception to this rule,
A peculiar type of "reserve" in favor with some accountants, is the
"Reserve for Unrealized Increment", variously referred to as "Reserve for Un¬
realized Profits", and "Reserve for Book Value of Assets over Cost".^ Such










Charles H. Langer, o£. cit., p. 256a,
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type is created when it is desired to show fixed assets at appraisal values
in excess of cost less depreciation, assuming adequate depreciation charges
in the past. It is created by a charge (s) to the asset (s) in question with
a corresponding credit to the "reserve”. The "reserve” must be shown on the
right side of the balance sheet, preferably in the net worth section, as the
net woHh has increased in the amount of the increase in asset valuation.^
Opposition to the use of such classification prefers the term "Appreciation
Surplus" to "Reserve for Unrealized Increment". In either case the account
is best presented as an independent section of net worth.^
Scope of Study
It is to be noted that no mention was made of life insurance reserves,
bank reseirves or secret reserves in the preceding section. The first two
will be disposed of here, the last will find its proper place in the dis¬
cussion on reserve policy.
Life insurance reserves are ",.,an amount that together with future
premiums will equal future claims,"^ This is a reserve type not considered
in this thesis, except that it is defined here to make clear the reason for
the writer’s failure to discuss it more fully. On the books of industrtal
or commercial business firms, there is rarely found a reserve accovint
1
H, A, Finney, 0£. clt.. p, 346,
2
Charles H. Langer, o£, cit., p. 256a
3
Robert Rieeel, Insurance Principles and Practices (New York, 1947).
p, 161,
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resembling a life insurance reserve except in cases where firms provide
pensions and the like for their employees. In such cases, allowances for
this purpose are carried among the liabilities, and are usually offset by
a sinking fimd,^
No effort will be made to include those bank reserves »Aiich are in
2
actuality classifications of assets.
Both life insurance reserves and bank reserves are pecxjliar to specific
types of institutions, life insurance companies and banks respectively, and
cannot be treated with justice in a study of this type.
The concept of reserves to be followed here, is the one which has been
advanced by Hanson; Stans; and, with only slight modification, by Langer,
With full acknowledgement to these authorities, the following concept of
"reserves" may be presented. Reserves are- reseinrationsof income to pro¬
vide for future possible losses, reservations of surplus to provide for
future possible losses, and reservations of surplus dedicated to capital
purposes,3
The distinctions between these reserve types are necessarily vague as
they overlap. Terminology has ceased to be a problem and the principal
consideration has become the ability of the creation and maintenance of such
1
Roy B, Kester, Advanced Accounting (New York, 4th ed,), p, 191,
2
Additional information on bank reserves may be obtained from other
sources. Suggested sources are: W,H, Steiner and E, Shapiro, Money and
Banking (New York, 1941); H, Parker Willis and John M, Chapman, The Banking
Situation (New York, 1934)♦
3
Arthur Warren Hanson, o£, clt,« p, 113; Maurice H, Stans, o£, cit,
p, 191; Charles H, Langer, 0£, cit,. p, 249#
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reserves to affect the periodic determination of net income.
In the following chapters an attempt vdll be made to point up the in¬
fluence of reserve policy on accounting practices, the problems posed by
methods of treating specific reserves, the effects of reserve policy and
accounting technique on other elements, and trends in reserve; accounting
theory and practice. Opinions vdll be contrasted at >diatever points seem
feasible.
1
Mamice H, Stans, o£, cit,, p, 191,
CHAPTER II
RESERVE POLICY
Reasons Underljdng Reserve Creation
One of the most Important questionsi with vihich management must deal is
>diether to retain earnings in the business or to distribute them to the
stockholders*^ Among the factors that will affect the decision are the
policies of the directors with respect to capital requirements, and the
JwsCibility of future hazards idiich must be provided for over a long period
of time if the business is to be in a position to meet them should they
manifest themselves*
Provisions for capital requirements may be made in any combination
of three ways* Surplus reserves may be created to retain a sufficient
amount of the operating assets in the business to assure adequate capital,
stock dividends may be issued to transfer earnings from free surplus to
2
legal capital, or securities may be sold to raise the necessary funds*
Primary concern in this thesis is directed toward the first of these
three methods* Growth from earnings could be provided for by merely
allowing the sxu'plus account to grow as the operating assets e^anded* Some
1
Harry G, Guthmann and Herbert E, Dougall, Corporate Financial Policy
(New York, ^94Q7), p. 527.
2
Charles W. Gerstenberg, Financial Organization and Management of
Business (New York, 1946), pp. 584-5.
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consider it preferable, however, to segregate such amounts as are retained
for purpose of expansion hy setting up a reserve to clearly indicate the
determination of management to provide for expansion out of earnings and to
keep such amounts unavailable for dividends,^ This should not imply that
surplus is decreased by reserve creation. The mere allocation of surplus
does not change its essential character. It is still surplus, but is subject
2
to the restrictions that conditioned its segregation. Opposition to such
segregation of surplus is ably presented ly Paton,- He contends that there
is slight ^astificati<ar for the establishment of surplus reserves except
in those cases wherein they are established pursuant to contract. In his
argument he states that the usual reason for setting up surplus reserves is
to hold that part of surplus unavailable for dividends, but that it is an un¬
necessary step as the directors can decline to declare dividends as easily as
they can order a surplus resells. Furthermore, in those circumstances, in
which stockholders are in a position to force the declaration of dividends,
subdivisions of earned surplus will not stop them,^
Reserves created to provide for the possibility of unforseeable hazards
are basically of two types; allowances for hazards which cannot be predicted,
but are certain to manifest themselves over a period of time, such as fire,
casualty or unforseen tax assessment; and reserves to provide for large ■un¬
productive capital expenditures >^ich may ha've to be made, at some Tinforseen
1
Harry G, Guthmann and Herbert E, Dougall, o£, cit.. pp, 531-2,
2
Robert H, Montgomery, o£, cit«, p, 373»
3
W, A, Paton, o£, cit.. p, 1192
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tinw.^ It Is necessary to substract from gross income arbitrary amounts to
express the extent to >diich any of the above hazards restidct the inccane of
the compare. In other words, "...the apparent income of the company must be
reduced by an amount that represents the econcxiic valtiation of the probabi¬
lity of the occurence of these uncertainties,"^ Despite the difficulty in
ascertaining the probabilities that vrotild indicate need for contingency
reserves, they should be provided for %fithin the limits of sound managerial
judgement. Failure to make allowances for unforseeable losses would be to
assume that they were non-existent.
According to Dewing allowances for contingencies are essentially inccane
adjustments.
The income account of a coiTJoration must be drawn up at
a definite date to cover a definite period of time. But the
business is like an ever-flowing stream without any critical
points unless these are artificially imposed upon it the
accountant. The income account stops at a definite point in
the stream, but before this point there were transactions the
effect of which on net inccme will be revealed only after the
inccane account is closed,3
If the inccme period was identical with the life span of a business,
allowances would not be necessary; but a business usually outlasts any one
of its measured income periods. Consequently each period must cariy its
share of ",,, all those charges vdiich are certain and definite only >dien
the whole business has run its life-cycle,"^
1









Analysis of Contingency Reserves
It will be recalled that at the end of the preceding chapter a concept
of "reserves” was presented. Subsequent to that point, valid reasons
tinderlying reserve creation have been discussed and contingency reserves
have been distinguished from reserves for capital purposes. Contingency
reserves, reserves for futrire possible losses, present a highly debatable
problem as they may be created from both income and earned surplus,^ It is
therefore necessary to attempt to establish a line of demarcation between
operating contingency reserves and earned surplus contingency reserves.
Contingency reserves should provide only for particularized contingent
events possessing a reasonable degree of probability,^ Thus provisions for
general-purpose contingency receives should be made neither from income nor
from earned surplus,3 Those contingency reserves which are created through
charges against inccane should provide only for such contingent events as are
inherent in operations. Contingency reserves originating through charges
against surplus should provide either for contingait events vtoich have in no
sense accrued or for those that should have been provided for in the past
through charges to income,^
1
Charles H. Langer, op, cit.« p, 250,
2
W, A, Paton, 0£. cit.. p, IO36,
3
George D, Bailey, "The Increasing Significance of the Income Statement",
The Journal of Accoxmtancy. LXXV (January, 194®)» I6.
4
W, A, Pat«i, o£, cit,. p. 1037; Arthur Stone Dewing, op, cit,. p, 637*
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Because of the ambiguous nature of contingenc7 reseirves, many corpora¬
tions have resorted to showing them in the balance sheet as a separate
group, suspended below liabilities and above net worth as a sort of
"indefinite liability",^ It is better to show those reserves providing for
possible loss due to decline in asset values, >daether created from income
or surplus, as deductions from their related assets; the remainder arising
from surplus should be shown in the surplus section; and the remainder
2
arising from operations should be left in the suspense section.
Discontinuance of Reserves
When the reasons that necessitate a contingency reserve no longer exist
or when the credits to the reserve have been so excessive that the size of
the reserve is unwarranted a new problem is presented if the reserve origi¬
nated through charges to operations. The earnings will have been under¬
stated over a period of years in the amount that the reserve exceeds tbe
sound requirements of the business. The earnings statements cannot be re-
created and the only alternative is to transfer the reserve to surplus,-^
Gerstenberg says that such discontinued allowances should be transferred
to surplus and made available for dividends. He adds that such action
should be revealed to the stockholders to protect the directors fran
1
Henry Rand Hatfield, Thomas Henry Sander;^ and Normal Lee Burton,
AccoTuiting Principles and Practices (Boston, ^94Q7), p. 285,
2
Charles H, Langer, o£, cit,. pp. 250ff,
3
Arthur Stone Dewing, o^, cit.. p, 693•
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suspicion of manipulation,^
Dewing suggests that such surplus could be utilized at a later date to
absorb unusual losses for which inadequate or no provisions have been made.
He opines that it is highly possible that overallowances in some directions
2
are probably offset by underallowances in others.
Improprieties in Reseirve Accounting
The methods of utilizing contingency reserves are important* No ques¬
tion arises when a reserve created by charges to surplus is tiltimately
transferred back to surplus, with the loss being charged against income;
but the use of reserves created ty charges t o operations has, in some cases,
merited sharp criticism.^ Before discussing this problem it is considered
appropriate to present brief discussions on "secret reserves" and profit
equllization,
"Secret reserves" come into existence idien a firm’s net assets are
understated. To the extent of the understatement a "secret reserve" is said
to exist,^ Such reserves maybe either fraudulent, to avoid taxes or de¬
ceive interested parties; or paternalistic, based on the conviction that
their creation is in the best interests of all parties concerned. Whatever
the reasons for creation of such "reserves", if their creation misleads
interested parties, or results in evasion of the law they are in flagrant
1
Charles W, Gerstenberg, ag. cit,, p, 596,
2
Arthur Stone Dewing, o£. cit., p, 693*
3
Maurice H, Stans, o^, cit.« p, 191.
4
Charles W, Gerstenberg, o£, cit,, p, 596,
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opposition to accounting principles.^ They are considered here because mis¬
use of time reserve accounts affords excellent opportunity for their
creation,^
Conservatively managed companies have, in former days, charged certain
arbitrary amounts against income in good years to provide a source for pim-
fit equalization in poor years. Experience has shown this practice to be
open to abuse. Consequently intelligent financial opinion insists that
management present the true operatirg results to the stockholders and ”...
leave all equalization and averaging to be done by the stockholders.”^
Thoiigh there is seldom adequate justification for ”secret reserves" or
equalization of profits through the incane account^ either can occur through
improper manipulation of reserve accounts. According to Stans, the main
question of Impropriety in reserve accounting arises:
(1) When reserve provisions for future contingencies of
one kind or another are charged to current income, largely at
the whim of management.
(2) When reserves cteated by charges to income are used
in later years to absorb losses (sometiiaes without adequate
disclosure).
(3) When items of income are credited directly to reserves
which then are used to absorb losses or are ultimately trans¬
ferred to surplus.5
1
Charles H. Langer, 0£, cit.. p, 281f.
2
Ibid., p. 281.
Benjamin Graham and David L, Dodd, Securinty Analysis (New York,1940)
p. 502.
4
Reserves for equalization of dividends may be created frraa earned sur¬
plus. W. A. Baton, op. cit., p. 1039. George D. Bailey, "Special Items
Arising Out of the War," Contemporaiy Accounting:, ed. Thomas W. Leland
(New York, 1945)» Chap, xi, p. 9.
5
Maurice H. Stans, 0£. cit.« p. 192.
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Under these three practices reserves could be created frcm. income in
one year and returned to income in the next, thus tending to equalize
profits; reserves created from income in one year could be transferred to
surplus in another thus effectively understating income; and "secret
reserves" could result vihen reserves created for one purpose are used for
another, or income is credited to a reserve*^
Auditor's Responsibility With
Respect to Reserves
An auditor, in the process of analyzing reserve accounts, should assure
himself of their reasonableness and adequacy for the purposes for which
they were created. He should be certain that there have been no incon¬
sistencies in their use that in ai^ manner vidates "generally accepted
accounting principles",2 He should not endorse the balance sheet if he
feels that unnecessary allocations have been made or that additional
allocations should be made. He should insist on revision in keeping with
his findings before endorsing the statement,3
1
Ibid,
2 ■ - ■
Samuel J, Broad, "Trends in Auditing and Reporting," Contemporary
Accounting. Ed, Thomas W. Leland (New York, 1945)> Chap,,xi, p, 9*
3
Robert H, Montgomery, 0£, clt,, p, 373»
CHAPTER III
SPECIFIC RESERVES: POLICY AND TREATMENT
Contingency Reserves - Operating
Reserve for contin/^ent fire loss.- There are several contingencies
likely to occur against vtiich it is impossible or impractical to insure.
If these contingencies, in the opinion of management, merit provisions
against the possibility of their occurrence, reserves may be established
to provide for them. One such reserve is the reserve for contingent fire
loss. Although the fire hazard may be fully covered it may be considered
advisable to establish a reserve to provide for losses due to penalties for
breach of contract or loss of revenue occasioned by fire. In other cases
wherein a firm maintains its physical properties in small, separate, and
relatively inexpensive iinits, it may also be economical to resort to self-
insurance.^
Such a plan is not to be confused with passive recognition of risk. It
is a positive plan to provide for possible future losses. Though it may be
applied under varying circumstances it should not be attempted in situa-
tions which do not have the requisites for adequate distribution of risk.*
If management should dictate that all fire insurance be cancelled on a
sin^e large ixLant, and undertake the provision for fire losses throxigh
creation of a reserve, such procedure would not constitute self-insurance
1
Arthur Stone Dewing, cit.« p. 636.
2
Robert Riegel and Jerane S, Miller, op. cit». p. 29.
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but speculation.^ On the other hand, a chain grocery store vdth a wide
geographical distributicm of a large number of units mi^t be successfully-
insured against fire through adequate credits to a reserve. Where self-
insurance can be successfidJ.y employed, it constitutes the most inexpensive
2
forp of insTirance.
The general practice with respect to self-insurance against fire, is to
charge current operations and create a reserve for contingent fire loss with
an amotint which would have constituted the premium if the risk were borne by-
insurance companies. The charge against operations is pertinent in that
,.a ccanpany- which is justified in carrying its own insurance will under the
experience data suffer a future loss."^
Paton says that there is no justification for creating a reserve for
contingent fire loss through charges to operations. In his opinion he takes
the position that a fire is not a recurrent happening and loss occasioned
by fire does not accrue over a continuous period but is sustained at one timef^.
Langer, in defense of the procedure, says that it should be followed to
place the firm in question on a basis comparable with that of other firms in
the industry which buy their fire protection instead of carrying their own
insurance. Furthermore ”... When a company is warranted in carrying
self-insurance, there is a reasonable expectancy of loss, and
1




Charles H. Langer, op. clt., p. 250.
4
W. A. Paton, o£. cit.. p. 1037*
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such loss is properly considered as part of the operating costs,
Dewing in an illustration of an adequate self-insurance plan to provide
for fire loss, suggests one in vdiich provisions are initially made from both
income and surplus. Under this plan a reserve would be created from a sur¬
plus to provide for any loss which might occur in the immediate future.
Another reserve would be accumulated thirough premium-like charges to income.
The surplus reserve would be periodically decreased through reversal
entries by such amounts as are periodically credited to the operating reserve.
Thus the surplus reserve would serve as a "buffer” until such time as the
2
operating reserve is judged adequate to absorb possible losses.
Under no condition should the assets retained in the firm through
creation of a reserve for contingent fire loss, be assets >diich are them¬
selves subject to the fire hazarrd,^
Reserve for obsolescence,- Some assets are discarded before they are
worn out because of changed conditions, a major cause of which may be
obsolescence. Obsolescence is the gradual or sudden decline in value of an
4
asset due to improved techniques, changed social conditions or legislations.
It may be differentiated frcxa supercession in that it may involve decreased
productive value of an asset due to the advent of a substitute producing a
1
Charles H, Danger, o£, cit,. p, 250,
2
Arthur Stone Dewing, o£. cit,. p, 637,
3
Ibid,, p, 640.
Robert D, Ayars, Accounting Fundamentals
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superior product, vihile supercession may involve decreased productive value
due to improved or more economical production obtained through use of a
substitute agent
Gradual obsolescence may be included in the depreciation charge if it
is possible to predict it. Sudden obsolescence, however, must be pro¬
vided for separately. A reserve for sudden obsolescence may be created
through a charge to operations. The reseive should be deducted from its
2
related asset.
Contingency Reserves - Earned Surplus
Reserve for decline in inventory values distinguished from allowance
for decline in inventory values.- The Treasury Department has ruled from
time to time that it is permissible for a firm to value its inventory at
cost, or cost or market whichever is lower, for incane tax pTirposes. How¬
ever, the covtrts have held, on occasion, that in conputation of earned
surplus available for dividends inventories diould be iralued at the lower
of cost or market.3 In cases vAierein the inventory cost is higher than
the market value of the inventory, and it is necessary to prepare a balance
sheet based on the lower of cost or market, the method used will depend
upon the underlying theory.
If the decline in market value is to be looked upon as a loss vdiich has
already been realized, operations may be charged and a valuation accoxint
1
Charles H. Danger, op.cit.. p. 251«
2
George A. MacFarland and Robert D. Ayars, o£. cit.. p, 194«
3
Charles H, Danger, o£, cit.. p. 191«
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established in the amount of the decline. The valuation account could be
referred to as •'allowance for decline in inventory values".^
If the decline in market value is viewed as a possible loss not yet
realized^ surplus may be debited and a reserve created in the amount of the
decline. This reserve could be referred to as "reserve for decline in in-
O
ventory values".
Either the valuation account or the reserve should be deducted from the
inventory account in the balance sheet.
^ Reserve for future decliie in inventory values.- After the inventory has
been valued at the lower of cost or market, it may be desirable to make pro¬
visions for future market declines in inventory values.3 xhe assertion has
been made that provisions of this kind enable firms to shift profits from
I
one period to another, frequently without disclosure. For this reason the
validity and underlying principles of such reserves should be investigated.
In periods of quickly mounting prices the men in charge of business
enterprises have been concerned over the large amounts of inventory they
have been caapelled to carry at increasin^y higher costs. They believe it
reasonable to expect that the increases in such costs will be offset by
sudden and sharp declines. Pecause of this they argue that the losses which
1
Roy B. Kester, Advanced Accounting (New York, 4th Ed.), p, 186;
Charles H, Langer, o£. cit., p. 235,
2
Charles H. Langer, Ibid.. p. 234*
3
H. A. Finney, o£. cit.. p. 341»
4
Maurice H, Stans, o£, cit.. p. 192.
they will be forced to take with the advent of price declines, have their
origins in the periods of increasing prices and should be provided for from
income in those periods*^
Another argument frequently made in favor of the creation of inventory
reserves out of income is that in a period of high price levels any profits
"in excess of normal" ^ould not be reported as income as violent shifts of
2
profits may not be unlikely.
Critics of these beliefs maintain that no "objective" evidence is avail¬
able to support them, as the computations wotdd have to be made ".,.on the
basis of assumptions as to what future price levels will be and vAiat quan¬
tities inventory/ will be on hand if and ^en a major price decline takes
place,
The bases for such assumptions are so unceirtain that any
conclusions drawn from them would generally seem to be specu¬
lative guresses rather than informed judgements. This affords
strong support for those who contend that these reserves are
based so much on whim that they should never be reflected in
the accounts except as segregations of surplus,4
In addition, it is actually normal to have high profits in some years
and low profits in others. Reserves should not be created to transfer
current profits to future periods because profits are currently high or
A Special Statement by the Research Department: American Institute of
Accountants, "Inventory Reserves," The Journal of Accovuitancy, LXXXIV
(September, 1947)* pp» 223f,
2
A Special Statement by the Research Department: American Institute of
Accountants, op, cit,. p, 224,
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to satisfy opinions as to what constitutes normal profits,^
Even when a reserve for future decline in inventory values is created
frcan earned surplus, there is danger of mistating inccsne through its use.
In eome cases wherein shrinkage of value has actually occurred, the losses
have been charged directly against the reserve with the result that they
2
were never reflected by the income account.
The reserve should arise from earned surplus and be retiimed intact to
surplus Tidien it has served its purpose. The actual loss should be charged
to operations when and if it occurs,''^
Other Earned Surplus Reserves
Reserve for Working Capital,- A reservation of surplus to assure
adequate working capital is justified viien there has been a relatively
permanent expansion of net current assets,^
This appropriation of surplus serves notice on all interested parties
that the board of directors does not consider that portion of surplus
available for dividends. The board may decrease or increase this reserve
as changing conditions demand,5




Benjamin Graham and David L, Dodd, o£. cit.. p. /|18.
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W, A. Paton, o£, cit.. p. 1035,
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to meet capital requirements, is the reserve for plant expeinsion. Such a
reserve may be created vdien it is the desire of directors to provide for ex-,
pension of plant facilities out of profits. It may be created at one time
or over a series of years throu^ periodic charges to earned surplus,^ After
the assets retained through creation of the reserve have been transformed
into plant additions, the reserve may be retxxmed to surplus. It is possible,
however, that it may be desireable to return portions of the reserve at in¬
tervals, as the firm will be in no better position to declare dividends out
of this reserved segment of surplus,^
Reserve for Redemption of Bonds.- A reserve for bond redemption may be
compulsory or optional, but it is usually compulsory. It should not be con¬
fused with a reserve for bond retirement, as the former provides for the re¬
demption of bonds at their maturity while the latter provides for retirement
of bonds before maturity,^ When assets corresponding more or less closely
to the reserve are isolated by a fund, the reserve is said to be "specially
covered" or "funded".^
Provisions of bond indentures may call for periodic credits to a reserve
until such time as the reserve shall have reached a stipulated size. The
ccfluputations may be required to be made on such bases as fixed amounts,
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profits, or other bases,^
The reserve for bond redemption is created out of surplus, and is re-
2
turned to surplus when the liability to the bondholders has been satisfied.
Special War Reserves
During World War II, several resenres were created for costs or losses
which were not directly chargeable against wartime production. The great
majoid-ty of these were created from net incaae after taxes as such pro¬
visions were neither allowable for income tax purposes, nor as costs of war
contracts under government cost accounting rules.
There is little disagreement on the principle that all costs and losses
incident to a war should be charged against war-time operations, but the
practical application of this principle is diffic\xlt. The impossibility of
making any reliable estimate of the need for post-war reconversion reserves
resulted in their disallowance the government. To provide for post-war
losses growing out of waiN-time operations and reconversion, government pro¬
visions were made by the establishment of the post-war ten per-cent return of
excess profits tax and the two year "carry forward" "carry back" provisions
of the tax law enabling firms to deduct post-war losses in the future, or,
3
with reason, to carry them back to war-time years.
In 1942, the Committee on Accounting Procedure of the American Institute
/
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Charles H, Langer, 0£. cit.. p, 256.
2
George A. MacFarland and Robert D. Ayars, o£. cit.. p. 409«
3
Thomas H. Sanders, "Progress in Development of Basic_Concepts",
Contemporary Accounting, ed, Thcanas W, Leland,(New York ^94V)> Chap, i.,
p. lo.
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of Accountants, recognizing that all reserves for transition to peace¬
time operations diould be created out of war-time income, suggested two treat¬
ments for special war reserves. It was sxxggested that charges for those
reserves which must be provided in order to conform to ’’accepted accounting
principles”, such as accelerated depreciation and deferred maintenance, be
deducted before net income is recognized. The second group, consisting of
reserves created as a matter of conservative business policy but not
determinable in amount, were recommended as extraordinary deductions after
arriving at any figure to be described as net income,^ This practice
agrees substantially with the government position as previously stated.
After the war these reserves were being disposed of in a
great variety of ways. Some were being thrown into income in
total; some were being carried forward for future use; some
wdre being used to absorb expenses of the transition period
not related to war production; some were being returned to
income to the extent of the applicable charges; some were being
returned to income only to the extent of the net effect of the
applicable charges after considering the tax benefits derived
therefrom; and some were being closed out to surplus and not
to incOTie,2
Because of such diverse proceduires the Committee on Accounting Pro¬
cedure recommended that the reserves be used in consideration of net
income only to offset the net effect of charges properly applicable to them,
and that reported net income should not be distorted unused or in¬
applicable portions of the reserves,3
1
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An inspection of sixteen balance sheets selected at random from
Moody's Manuals reveals gross inccxisistencies vdth respect to reserve
treatment* Several of the accounts defy adequate identification and
classification,^ The follovdng accovints, excluding valuation accounts,
■ ’ »
were discovered.
1, Reserve for Contingencies
2, Current Operating Reserves
3* Insurance Reserves
4* Miscellaneous Reseirves
5, Reserve for Impairment of Investments
6, Reserre for Employees Benefits
7* Reserve for Patent Litigation
B, Post-war Adjustment and Contingency Reserve9.Reserve for Contingencies, etc,
10, Reserve for Losses on Sub-Leases, etc,
11, Reserve for Inventories
12, Reserve for Pensicxi Plan
13, Workmen's Compensation Reserve
14, Wartime Contract Contingency Reserve
15, Preferred Stock Retirement Reserve
16, Injuries and Damages Reserves
17, Appropriated Income
18, Appropriated Surplus
19, Employees Provident Reserve
20, General Reserves
21, Provision for Future Contingencies
22, Reconversion Reserve
23, Reserve for Federal Tax
/
1
Porter, John S, et al. (ed.) Moody's Manual of Investments: Public
Utility Securities (New York, 1942), pp. 199. 928; Moody's Manual of
Investments. American and Foreign; Railroad Securities (New York. 1942).
pp. 14,808; Moody's Manual of Investments. American and Forei/m: Industrial
Securities (New York, 1947), PP. 674, 1033> 1636, 1^50, 2255, 2626, 2713>
2758, 2817, 2841, 2862, 2890.
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2Zf* Additional Compensation Reserves
25* Insurance and Casualty Reserve
26. Sinking Fund Reserve
27. Tax and Contingency Reserve
28. Reserve for Deferred Income
29. Contingency and Miscellaneous Reserves
30. Post-vfar Contingency and Rehabilitation Reserve
31. Annviity Reserve
32. Insurance Award Reserve
33» Other Reserves ,
Some of these accounts are probably liabilities or possess a loajor
liability content, for example: Reserve for Federal Tax, Reserve for
Enployees Benefits, Reserve for Pension Plan, Workmen’s Compensation Reserve
and Resei^re for Deferred Inccsne,^ Others are so general in nature as to be
uninformative, either as to their purposes or the methods of their creation:
Reserve for Contingencies, Miscellaneous Reserves, General Reserves, Other
Futtire Contingencies, Post-war Adjustment and Contingency Reserve etc.
Current Operating Reserves, Appropriated Surplus and Appropriated Income,
In the face of such facts it is difficiDLt to see how statisticians or
other statement analysts can, upon analyzing corporate balance sheets,-
arrive at book value per share or eaniings per share with any degree of
accuracy.
The balance sheet of the Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) for the year
ended 1946 reveals reserves, not including valuation accounts and current
liabilities tactfully placed between liabilities and net worth in such a
manner that a reader would probably assume them to be liabilities. The
reserves total $186,576,134, vhich figure is more than seven percent of
2




Price, Waterhouse & Company, "Annual Report for the Year 1946 Standard
Oil Company (New Jersey) and Consolidated Companies," p, 21,
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This figure represents a decrease of $19,576,307 Trcm the comparative figure
for 1945« That segment of the balance sheets containing these accounts is
reproduced here*
1946 1945



















The c<»nparative statements of consolidated net worth for 1945 and 1946
reveal a $21,974,127 decrease in "Reserve for Replacement of Tankers", The
balance sheet reserve section reveals a decrease of $24,283,442 in this
account 1
A special statement is included in the report giving the information that
".••uncertainties in the European situation have made it advisable to retain
unchanged for the present $105,000,000 Reserve for Possible Losses on Foreign
2
Investments."
The consolidated income statement reveals that $15,500,000 of the 1945
"Reserve for Wartime and Post-war Contingencies" was credited against de¬
ductions from incaae in 1946. It was exhibited as a decrease in income de¬
ductions before net incoue, and resulted in an 8.7^ overstatement of the net
income figure. The following statements were made with respect to this action.
These reserves were provided during the war period and
include provisions for renegotiation of govemn»nt contracts,
inventory replacements, deferred repairs and maintenance, and





and post-war reserves was restored to income as an offset to
costs and other charges incurred in 1946 applicable t o the
war period and to adjust these reseinres for amounts no longer
required. Renegotiation proceedings for the year 1944 are
now nearing completion, but those for the year 1945 have not
progressed to the stage where the results thereof can be
determined. It is the opinion of management that the re-
negotiable profits realized on war contracts for the years 1944
and 1945 were moderate, and that adequate provision had been
made for this and other wartime contingencies.^
No other reserve adjustments are indicated in the consolidated incone
statement. It is possible, however, that additional credits to reserves
2
are buried in the income statement figure "Miscellaneous Deductions",
If the net effect of changes in the reserve balances is considered, it
is apparent that there has not been complete disclosxire of reserve transac¬
tions.
Reserves, Dec, 31, 1946 $136,576,134
Reseirves, Dec, 31, 1945 $206,152,441
EScplained Decrease 37,474.127 168,678,3U
*Net Unexplained Increase $ 17,897,820
Consisting of:
Unexplained Increase $ 20,207,135
Une3q)lained Decrease 309,315
$ 17.897.820
Stans presents some interesting cases involving irregular use of reserve
accounts. In one case a company used "reserves for possible future in¬
ventory adjustment" created from income in 1941> 1942, and 1943 to hold the
1




reported net income at the \iniform level for the preceding five years. In
1944 and 1945» >dien earnings had returned to prewar levels no reservations
of inccaie were made. In 1946 >dien earnings rose to exceed the prewar level,
the reserves were increased and relabeled "reserve for contingencies," A.
certain statistical service now assures prospective investors that credits
from reserves may be used to modify future decline in net income,^
Differences in resejrve accounting methods and policy distort compari¬
sons between similar firms within an industry. The significance with
respect to apparent earnings and market value of stock is illustrated in
a ccmparlewi ly Graham and Dodd of different methods in treatments of
"inventory reserves" by two rubber companies.
In the pieriod 1925 through 1927 mbber prices were subject to wide
fluctuations. In these three years Goodyear Tire and Rubber Ccanpany charged
$11,500,000 against operations to provide a reserve for market decline in
value of raw material inventory. Until 1930 half of this amotint remained
in the resejrve account. During the same time the United States Rubber
Company charged more than $20,000,000 against operations for the same pur¬
pose and all of its "inventory reserves" were absorbed by actual losses.
In annual statements to the stockholders, these deductions from Income were
presented as special adjustments of surplus.
As a result of such divergent methods of reporting annual net income,
average earnings per share for the three year period as presented by
statistical manuals was $8,91 for U, S, Rubber and $7«42 for Goodyear, This
was reflected by average market prices per share of $62,00 for U, S, Rubber
1
Maurice H, Stans, 0£, cit,, p, 192,
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and $40.00 for Goodyear.
If no adjustments for changes in inventory values had been madej the
reported per share earnings would have been $8.91 for U. S, Rubber and
$12.17 for Goodyear. If, in both cases, inventory adjustments had bfeen
shown as deductions from income, earnings would have been $0.49 for U. S,
Rubber and $7.42 for Goodyear. If no reserves had been created and in¬
ventory losses had been charged to the years in v^ich they occurred,
earnings would have been $0.49 for U. S. Rubber and $9.73 for Goodyear.^
Regulatory Agencies
In 1933> the New York Stock Exchange adopted the requirement that an
financial statements accompanying applications, for listing of a company’s
stock on the exchange, would have to be certified by certified public
accountants. It vras also required that future annual statements should also
be audited. The requirement for initial listing has been maintained, but
the stock exchanges have paid little attention to statements published
after the listing has been approved. In some cases, however, the New York
Stock Exchange has required corporations to clarify statements under threat
of removal of their securities frcsa trade at the exchange.^
The Securtties Actoof 1933 requires eveiy corporation or foreign
government offering securities for sale in inter-state. commerce to register
them with the Secuidties Exchange Commission, It iH5>oses liability on
certain persons if the registration statement filed with the Commission -
1
Benjamin Graham and David L. Dodd, o£, cit., pp. 418-20.
2
Richard N. Owens, Owens on Business Organization and Combination
(New York, 1941), p. 202?;:
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gives tantrue or incomplete statements. The liable parties include every
person who signed the registration statement, every director or partner of
the issuing company, every accountant, engineer, or appraiser who, with his
consent, is named as having prepared or certified any part of the registra¬
tion statement. The liability extends in favor of purchasers of the
securities, if they purchase them without knowledge of the misrepresenta¬
tions,^
Reserves and Federal Taxation
As a general rule reseirves set up to provide for future possible
liabilities are not deductible for Income tax purposes. This is not to
infer, however, that the creation of reserves from cuirent income is not
pnident business and accounting practice. The underlying principle is that
the Inccaae tax law is concerned only with realized losses and expenses.
Since the amoimt of a contingent liability cannot be predicted with any
degree of accuracy, there is no assurance that the amoimt of the reserve will
accurately reflect the actual future liability. Unless the reserve is
expressly authorized by the "Code", no deduction is permitted for a loss or
expense which has not yet been incurred,^
Examples of non-deductible reserves for contingent fire loss, reserves
for collection expense, reserves for future possible repayments, reserves
for future commissions to salesmen, and reserves for fluctuation in the
Elvin F, Donaldson, Business Organization and Procedure (New York,
193S), pp. 312f.
Research Institute of America, Federal Tax Coordinator (New York,
1946), Vol, I, p, 14,702,
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market value of securities* In addition no deductions may be taken for
reserves required by state law or contract*^
If a taxpayer sets up a non-deductible reserve on his books, adjust¬
ments must be made for income tax piirposes* The reserves must be returned
to taxable income for the year in which they are set aside* After this,
the amoiints which are withdrawn from the reserve to pay liabilities as they
are incurred, may be deducted for tax purposes, so long as the deductions
are otherwise allowable* Any unexpended balance in the reserve account
may be transferred to surplus*
If a reserve is erroneously allowed by the Tax CcMnmissioner, a loss
or liability vhich is p>ald out of the reserve is not allowable* The
Commissioner is then not in a position to increase the income of a later
year in the amount of the deduction erroneously permitted* He may, how¬
ever, assess additional tax for the year in which the deduction was allowed,







Accounting is an art, not a science. It cannot be adequately defined
but may be identified by its major functions; to analyze, summarize, and
interpret financial records. The accountant is handicapped in his work
as he must recognize intangible and immeasurable business factors and
translate them, into terns of the monetaiy unit. The vocabulary vAiich he
uses in this process is frequently indefinite and applied in too many ways
to lend itself to stable expression. Even the principles upon vhich he
attempts to base his endeavors are constantly changing and, at times,
ambiguous.
With such a background as this it is not smqjidsing that a term like
"reseirves” is inconsistently utilized by businessmen, accountants, or other
analysts of corporate financial statements. The resultant confusion from
varied interpretations and applications of this term, tends to contribute
to an dhdermining of the worth of financial reports.
Attempts to classify "reserves” have centered around their methods of
derivation, balance sheet presentation, and underlying theory. In the most
indiscriminate general usage, they include valuation accounts, accrued
liabilities, allocations of incaae, allocations of earned surplus, and
surplus arising throiigh increased valuation of assets. In attempts to limit
the use of the tem "reserves", authorities suggest the following divergent
groupings:
1, Valuation accoimts, accrued estimated liabilities, allocations




2* Allocations of income to provide for contingencies and
allocations of earned surplus,
3* Allocations of income to provide for contingencies and
jJ.locations of earned surplus to provide for contingencies,
4« Allocations of earned surplus only.
For purposes of this thesis, the meaning of "reserves” was limited to
the second of these. By holding this concept constant, it became possible
to analyze, interpret, and conqiare reserve treatments.
Reserve creation resxilts either from the policies of directors with
respect to capital requirements and the recognition of future possil^e
losses, or requirements imposed upon firms by regulatory agencies and con¬
tract, The first items are provided for within the limits of managerial
Judgement,
It is difficult to segregate those provisions for future possible loss,
(contingency resei^es), vdiich may be properly created out of current
inccane. The best available procedure is to create out of income only those
reserves -tdiich arise through recognition of losses or hazards which are
inherent in operations.
Examples of contingency reserves which may be created from income are
reserves for contingent fire loss and reserves for obsolescence. Both of
these, according to certain theorists, are created in recognition of
hazards vdiich are i^erent in operations. The creation of such reserves out
of income is not, however, vdthout opposition.
Contingency reserves which should only be created through charges to
surplus include reserves for decline in inventory values and reserves for
future declines in inventory values. Corporate directors in some cases have
undertaken to take exception to this rule, as they feel that inventory losses
40
may, at certain times, be inherent in operations, and that profits ”in
excess of normal” sho^JLd not be reported vdien there is serious danger of
future loss.
Reserves dedicated to capital purposes include such items as reserves
for working capital, reserves for plant expansion, and reserves for bond
redemption. They are not created in contemplation of future possible losses
and serve only to meet specific capital requirements. Because of this, they
are only created from earned 8iu*plus.
Special war reserves have been used with lack of rec<»iciliation between
accoiinting theory and practice. The Committee on Procedure of the American
Institute of Acco^mtants has attempted to establish basic principles con¬
cerning them, but their bulletins have too frequently been either misunder¬
stood or ignored on this subject. At present the treatments of these
accounts are so lacking in uniformity, that they constitute a major resejrwe
problem.
The principal improprieties in reserve accounting arise when reserves
are created or used in such a manner as will obscure a fair presentation
of operating results. Through manipulation of reserve accounts, secret
reserves may be created and reported net income may be varied at the whim
of managfflnent. For this reason, so-called equalization reserves, though
favored by management in certain cases, are generally considered as being
in opposition to accounting principles ly accoimtants*
In one observation it was found that a canpany, through use of equali¬
zation reserves, had effectively circumvented the income account, and
through an intermediary reserve account transferred amovints indirectly to
surplus. In another, it was demonstrated that improper reserve use might
not only affect apparent earnings, but mihgt also contribute to those in¬
fluences which decide values placed on securities by the market.
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As a general rule, charges against income to provide for reserves are
not deductible for Federal incrane tax purposes. This is true even when the
»
creation of a certain reserve may be required by state law or regulatoiy
agencies.
Both the Securities Exchange Commission and the New York Stock Exchange,
have attempted to regifLate the preparation of financial statements by re~
quiring them to meet certain standards. The only corporations subject to
such regulation, however, are those engaged in inter-state commerce, and
those that have securities listed on the Exchange, In either case, the
regulations are diffictilt to enforce.
When the points of view of leading authorities who have made contri¬
butions to literature concerned with reserves have been taken into account,
one reaches the conclusion that this area of statement presentation is one
in which the reader is likely to experience considerable confusion. One
also reaches the conclusion that there are numerous methods by which
accotmtants and business executives seek to eclipse portions of the pro¬
fits of (Corporations for whose fiscal affairs they are responsible.
Another Inescapable conclusion is that the whole family of contingency
reserves make up a body of accounts employed by accotmtants and corporate
managements in attempts to assign monetary value to estimates of what might
happen in the future, as well as to measure probable, or possible losses
lurking in^the asset stnicture of the business firm. It is also concluded
that even those most learned in the fields of accounting and finance cannot
be sime that identical descriptive titles of reserve accounts as used by
one accountant mean the same as ithen used another, nor can one be sure
that when the same accountant uses a resei*ve title it is always Intended to
convey the same meaning.
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